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This was a first-hand account delivered with pleasure and pride, both seamlessly interlocked
by an engineer whose knowledge delivered a very comprehensive account. It described
many facets of the engine, initially addressing the requirements, then the technical
innovation, the scale of the manpower and skills base of the programmes, and wound-up
with a review of overall aspects that outlined costs, and potential legacy.
Aero-engines need
airframes, and this project
is tailored to the needs of
the 300+ seat Airbus A350
XWB-900 (extra-wide
body) programme,
launched in 2007. The
type’s first flight was in
2013, entry into service
was 2015, and by now 70
aircraft are in service (at
28 Feb 2017).
This is the latest of a Trent
‘lineage’ that has grown
since the 1990s when the
Airbus A350-900 in service
unique-to-Derby threeshaft legacy from the RB211 (which pioneered the configuration in the late-60s) was initially
applied to the needs of modern long-range aircraft: such as Airbus A330 and A380, plus
Boeing 777 and 787. The A350 is one of a new genre of aircraft requiring fuel-efficient
engines that will operate optimally over a large thrust range, and are still expected to
provide outstanding reliability and operability. Compared to previous examples of the Trent,
this 40-tonne maximum thrust project set out to have an increased by-pass ratio, use a
higher temperature core, be more fuel efficient, and address increasingly demanding noise/
emission criteria. Finally, add to this list an unprecedented 420-minute (7hr) extended twin
operations (ETOPS) requirement.
The 118-inch (2.99m) diameter fan achieves a ~1,200kg/sec (2,645lb/sec) mass flow, has a
total pressure ratio exceeding 50:1 (across all compressor stages) and, after the array of
combustors a 1,700K air flow is delivered to the turbine. The engine core exhaust
temperature is 900K, and the high-pressure shaft rotates at over 13,500 RPM. Overall fuel
consumption was said to be improved 15% on previous generation engines: but even so,
the scale of the machine is evident when a max fuel flow of ~7lb/sec (3.18kg/sec) is
quoted.

Overall configuration of the engine is:
• Three-shaft high bypass ratio turbofan engine
• Single stage fan/LP, 8-stage IP and 6-stage HP compressor
(HP, IP and LP refer to high, intermediate and low-pressure respectively)
• By-pass ratio 9.3:1
• Annular combustor with 20-off fuel spray nozzles
• Single stage HP, 2-stage IP and 6-stage LP turbine
Leading performance data
• Maximum take-off thrust: 84,000lb (375 kN)
• Maximum continuous thrust: 67,000-71000lb (296-318 kN)
The speaker noted
that a two-stage IP
turbine has replaced
the traditional singlestage IP section, a
change necessitated
to power the large 8stage IP compressor.
In reviewing the
engine configuration
he outlined the
i n c r e a s i n g
dependency on highquality and innovative
materials. He quoted
increasing use of
powdered-metal hight e m p e r a t u r e
Rolls-Royce Trent XWB-84 – a 36,000 component assembly task
components, singlecrystal turbine blades, and composite materials. The aft section of the fan-casing is
composite (and on the next-generation engine the whole casing will use this material).
Innovative design changes include a ‘shroudless’ turbine design (on the increased thrust
Trent XWB-97 variant), and the adoption of ‘blisc’ – one-piece blade and disc – stages. The
necessary small tip clearance to maintain a high efficiency turbine is achieved by using
(relatively) cooler air bleeds from the compressor to regulate the casing diameter. He
commented too on the transfer of nacelle design into the aircraft manufacturer’s hands, a
change over recent years which has seen nacelles have shorter profiles. These present less
opportunity for the engine supplier to influence flow straightening ahead of the fan, and the
installation of noise-absorption panels, but seem to have been achieved with mutual consent
and the performance needs of aircraft and engine manufacturer equitably reconciled.
The overall programme was illustrated, showing the time taken to proceed from preliminary
design through the multiple stages necessary to reach the point of testing an engine, which
takes time, and has to be completed. The numerous tests included a fan-blade failure test

which was illustrated with a video, and the immensity of the flame ‘explosion’ as the engine
surged revealed the scale of such an event. The blade was contained, the engine shutting
down safely per the design intent, and the vibration of the 8-tonne or so engine/nacelles
combination was evident as the nacelle wobbled on its test stand. Once declared fit for flight
the engine was certificated (with EASA and FAA) before flight-tests could be conducted. Two
engines were flown, and heavily instrumented, on an A380 test-bed aircraft, and within the
A350 flight certification programme the engine was tested for cold-soak and start at Iqaluit
in Canada (our branch programme’s second visit there in two months!), hot and high
performance, including take-off engine failure, were conducted at La Paz in Bolivia, and in
Singapore.

A completed Trent XWB-87 – around an 8-tonne load over 10ft (3.25m) diameter being
towed for post-assembly test-bed runs
At Derby the vertical assembly process adopted for the earlier Trent models is used, and
over a matter of a few days the modules, comprising 36,000 designated components, are
integrated to create a single engine. Each engine passes through a test-bed programme
before the product is placed on a large cradle for road delivery to the aircraft assembly line
at Toulouse. The project delivery schedule is intensive and already requires that Rolls-Royce
deliver 5 engines per week. The engine programme’s development cost has been in the
order of £1 billion. Reviewing recent in-service information he cited 11 airlines with 67
aircraft having already accumulated 391,576 flying hours, performed 32,483 engine cycles,
and despatch reliability was 99.86% with only one unplanned engine removal to date and no
flight disruption.
The later model A350 -1000, nominally a 305-seat aircraft, flew in late-2016 and is using the
larger Trent XWB-97, a 97,000lb thrust variant of the current production examples. These
have a larger fan, increased pressure ratio, and increased N1 (core) RPM. Core gas
temperature is in the order of 2000K. The engine is due to enter service in the coming year.

Orders for the A350-900 stand at 609 aircraft and there is an order book for 211 additional
examples of the larger A350-1000.
The Airbus A350-1000 – current flight-test example

The presentation concluded with a clear message that the future would see even larger
thrust engines. He cited plans in place to consider a fan so large - 3.556m (140ins) diameter
- that a directly-driven blade tip speed would enter the supersonic regime. To combat this
potential source of noise the fan will be rotated more slowly than current designs, through a
gearbox. The ‘geared-fan’ concept has been pioneered on smaller engines but he forecast
that the newer and larger thrust engines, while they will require significant configuration
changes in the engine configuration, can be accommodated by the flexibility of the threeshaft Trent.
This presentation was to an almost full house, with some 200 people present. It was warmly
received, for the quality and depth of technical insight, and the speaker’s well-structured
and relaxed delivery.
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